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Right-wing extremism analyzed
A comparative analysis of the ideologies of three alleged right-wing
extremist part ies (NPD, NDP. CP'86)

CAS MUDDE
Llniversitl ' o.f Leiden, The Netherlands

Abstract. The so-called 'third rvave' of right-wing extremism has taken both society and social

sc ience by storm. [n contrast  to the many studies that  look for  possib le explanat ions for  the

success of this 'wave', this article focusses on right-wing extremism itself. In the first part, the

concept is defined on the basis of the existing literature, as a political ideology that consists of

a combination of several features. In the second part, these features are first conceptualized

and second used in a comparative analysis of the ideologies of three alleged right-wing extremist

part ies ( the Dutch CP'86,  the German NPD and the Austr ian NDP).  This analysis shows a

more di f ferentrated picture of  the ideology of  th is 'partv fami ly ' ,  and is  a warning against  too

careless generalisations.

Introduction

Articles in the press about the electoral success of right-wing extremist parties

in Western Europe seem to be the order of the day, especially since the

coming of the third wave of right-wing extremism at the beginning of the

1980s (Von Beyme 1988). As was to be expected, the academic world is

following suit slowly but surely.l Following the electoral successes of parties

like the Belgian Vlaams Blok, the French Front National, and the German

Republikanel, there is growing unrest and fear in other European countries

over the electoral success of ' l ike-minded parties'. We see this in the Nether-

lands. for instance. in the case of the Centrumdemocraten and, to a lesser

extent, the Centrumpartij' 86.
The question which then presents itself is: What makes parties such as

these ' l ike-minded'? The answer seems evident: right-wing extremism, If we

examine the meaning of the term right-wing extremism, however, this answer

proves to be insufficient. The harmony and clarity that exist in both the

scientific world and the media with regard to the labelling of certain parties

as right-wing extremist does not appear in the definit ion of the concept, As

we wil l see, there are a wide variety of definit ions of right-wing extremism.

Indeed, most of the authors involved define right-wing extremism as an

ideology composed of a combination of several different, and intrinsically

complex, features although they differ on the number, type, and combination
of features.

In this study we will first provide some insight into the history of the
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concept of right-wing extremism and into the problems involved in defining

it. Second, we wil l create an 'operalional definit ion' of the concept right-

wing extremism. This definit ion should be seen first and foremost as a means

of providing more insight into the complex nature of the right-wing extremist

ideology, not as the definitton of right-wing extremism. Third and last, we

will f ind out if alleged right-wing parties are ' l ike-minded', by analysing the

literature of three of these parties.

The concept of right-wing extremism

History of the term right-wing extremism

The origin of the concept, and study, of right-wing extremism is found in

the study of fascism. This field of research, which produced an enormous

number of publications just after the Second World War, has provided the

theoretical framework for research on post-war right-wing extremist parties.

Most of the authors involved used the concept 'fascism' as the collective

term for Italian fascism on the one hand, and German National Socialism
(Nazism) on the other hand, the latter being considered a variant of the

former.
In the 1960s several publications appeared in which this 'homogeneity' was

challenged. The English expert on fascism, Trevor-Roper, wrote about this:
'Behind the one name lie a hundred forms' (Trevor-Roper 1969: 19) In

Mosse's view, these 'hundred forms' could be divided into two main groups.

which differed ideologically as well as geographicall l '  (Mosse 1966). He

considered the main ideological difference between the two groups to be

racism and anti-Semitism, which played a far more important role in the
'fascist'movements in Central and Eastern Europe than in similar movements

in Western Europe (Mosse 1966: 24).
Until the 1960s, the study of post-war nationalist movements was largell '

the domain of researchers on historical fascism. Bv using terms such as neo-

fascism and neo-Nazism they sought and found historical continuitv. This

changed with the coming of parties l ike the l{ationaldemokratische Partei

Deutschlands in the Federal Republic of Germany and the Union de Ddfense

des Commereants et Artisans (better known as the Poujadists) in France'

which emerged towards the end of the 1950s and mid-1960s. These new

parties had clear ties with the past at both the ideological and the personal

level. thoush these ties were not, as was assumed. exclusively with fascist
)

organrzatlons.-
The coming of these new parties was attended by the entry of several new

terms into the scientif ic world. 'Right-wing radicalism' became the collective

term for both the 'new right' parties and the (neo-)fascist and (neo-)Nazi

parties; however, terms like neo-fascism and neo-Nazism never disappeared

completely. Although the latter were generally used for (mostly small) or-
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ganizations that openly showed admiration for and/or continuity with pre-
war fascist and Nazi organizations, neo-Marxist authors kept using these
terms for all parties at the far right (see among others Berlin et al. 1978;
Winkler 1980). Since the mid-1970s the term right-wing extremism has been
in vogue as the collective term for all these parties; it was originally used
alongside right-wing radicalism and later replaced it. Todav, there is a broad
international consensus regarding the use of the term 'right-wing extremism'
(Ueltzhoffer 1991). In German the term Rechtsextremlsrnas has been domin-
ant, in French extr€me droite and in Dutch rechtsextremisme.

Right-wing ertremism as a political ideologlt

What is right-wing ertremism? This apparently simple question is diff icult to
answer in practice. Though the term right-wing extremism is today quite
current in the polit ical and social jargon, there is no unequivocal definit ion.
As Kniitter (1991: 12) notes, this is due in part to the social relevance of the
concept:

As many concepts, the definit ion right-wing extremism also has a double-
function. When applied in a serious scientif ic manner, it serves knowledge,
as a slogan in the daily polit ical struggle [it serves] the labell ing of the
pol i t ica l  enemy. '

The term right-wing extremism has, in both societal and scientif ic discourse,
a bearing on a large number of things. While concepts such as 'socialism',
' l iberalism' and 'communism' have a long history and a more or less fixed
description, this is not true of the concept of 'r ight-wing extremism'. Using
an inventory of seventeen definit ions, Herz distinguishes six criteria by which
right-wing extremism can be defined: party organization, polit ical goals'

means and tactics, social structure of the voters, personality of the voters,
and ideology (Herz 1975; 30-31). The most important criterium, and the
one most often mentioned. is ideology.

The question of how to define the right-wing extremist ideology can not

be answered unequivocally either. To the extent that a consensus of opinion
exists among the scientists concerned with this field, it is confined to the view

that right-wing extremism is an ideology that people are free to fi l l  in as they
see fit.

Some authors define right-wing extremism on the basis of one single fea-
ture. Husbands (1981), for example, considers xenophobia to be the charac-
teristic feature of Western European right-wing extremism, while Hartmann
et al. (1985: 9) use right-wing extremism as a collective term for all 'progress-

hosti le forces'. This approach has, at least, two major problems. First and
foremost, when right-wing extremism is the same as xenophobia, the first
term becomes superfluous. Second, reducing right-wing extremism to only
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one feature, whether xenophobia, or hosti l i ty to progress, or whatever, leads
to distorted and limited knowledge of the wide and complex phenomenon.

In the majority of definit ions, however, these problems are absent. In
general, right- wing extremism is considered to be a combination of ideolog-
ical features that are distinguishable from one another. For instance, Hor-
chem (1975: 1) points to a combination of 'nationalism. the idea of the
omnipotence of the State, and an ideology deriving from the sharpened form
of romantic racialism which emerged in the latter parts of the 19th century'.
Betz (1990: 45) refers to a combination of 'a t ightening of strict law and
order to combat rising crime rates associated with drugs; a return to tra-
ditional moral values in the face of a growing number of abortions and the
AIDS threat; and, most important of all, the protection of national and
cultural identity allegedly threatened by third world immigrants, foreign
workers, and refugees'.

On the basis of a l iterature study, 26 definit ions and descriptions of the
right-wing extremist ' ideology' were selected. They were taken from different
l inguistic areas (Dutch, German and English), in order to minimize the
influence of country-specific features. These definitions were then used to
construct an inventory of those features of the right-wing extremist ideologl'
most often mentioned. The following five features were mentioned, in one
form or another, by at least half of the authors: nationalism, racism, xeno-
phobia, anti-democracy, and the strong state (see Table 1).

Method of research

Conceptualizing the ideological features

By selecting these five features we have not so much solved the problem. as
shifted it. Two major problems remain to be solved: f irst. the conceptualiza-
tion of the five features, and second, the demarcation of the minimal combi-
nation of features that constitutes right-wing extremism. The latter problem
will be taken up in our concluding discussion. First. we turn to the conceptual-
ization of the different features.

Each of the five features is in itself highly complex and diff icult to define.
The aim of the next part is to conceptualize these features so that they can

be used in empirical research, for example, in the study of the ideology of

alleged right-wing extremist parties. or in the study of the ideology of individ-

uals. The conceptualization process consists of two stages; operationalizing,
and then making the concept fit for'travel'. By operationalizing we mean

making the theoretical concept measurable, that is, verif iable.o In the second

stage the 'operational definit ion' is defined in such a way that it can 'travel'

so that it is applicable in different national or cultural surroundings.

In order to connect empirical materials horizontally across national boun-

Table I . lnventory of the selected features by definition of right-wing extremism

Name of  the author(s)* ideological features of right-wing extremism
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nat lon-

a l i sm

raclsm xeno-
phobia

antr- strong
democracy state

Backes & Jesse (1989)

Beck
Benz
Betz
De Schamphelei re
Dott
Dudek & Jaschke

Fal ter  & Schumann
Field ing
Frisch
Hagendoorn & Janssen
Hainsworth
Hartmann, Steffen & Steffen
Holzer
Horchem
Ignazi
J?iger
Jaschke
Lucardie & Voerman
Macridis
Masao
Meeuse
Pennings & Brants
Schneiders & Endenburg
Ueltzhdffer
Van Donselaar & Van Praas
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i
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T
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f

-
f

+

a

T

I

-
t

22

i

-
T

21

+
i

+

I

T

19

t For full citations. see List of References

daries, they must also be connected vertically;
related to concepts that are sufficiently abstract
boundaries. (Rose 1991: 447)

that is, capable of being
to travel across national

This last stage is essential for cross-national comparative studies. If a concept
is defined in a way that is typical for a specific national or cultural environ-
ment it will be applicable only in that specific environment. For instance, if
nationalism were defined as the striving for a Great-German Empire, this
would make the concept unfit for use in comparative studies that go beyond
that specific context.
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Analltsis of PrimarY sources

On the basis of a detailed analysis of party l i terature, so-called primary
sources, we shall examine the extent to which each of the features we have
identif ied constitutes a part of the ideology of the separate parties under
consideration. The analysis is largely qualitative (or at least non-quantitative)
by nature, as the research question focuses on the presence or absence of
the feature in the ideology of the parties, and not on the quantity of the
feature that is present or absent (Sartori 1970: 1036ff.).

Only a few comparative studies, of the ideology of polit ical parties are
available. In the Netherlands some non-quantitative studies in this field were
published in the 1960s and early 1970s (De Bruyn 1971, 1976 Hoogerwerf
1963, 19701, Lipschits 1969); in the 1980s most of the contributions were
quantitative studies that were influenced by the extensive ECPR-sponsored
manifesto-project (Budge. Robertson & Hearl 1987; for Dutch studies in this
tradition see Dittrich, Kleykers & Tops 1986; Michels 1993: 127-48). The few
non-quantitative studies in this field have shown however that this method of
analysis can produce interesting results too.s

Most studies, both quantitative and qualitative, of the ideology of parties
use only manifestos and election programmes in their anal.vses. Some au-
thors, however, take the view that these sources. election programmes in
particular, are not satisfactory in the case of right-wing extremist parties,
because they do not show the true face of the parties. for tactical consider-
ations. Election programmes of polit ical parties are aimed, among other
things, at the attraction of members and voters, and at establishing the public
profi le of the party. They have a primarily external orientation (Flohr 1968:
60;  Z ie lonka-Goei  1989;  13) .  Behind th is ' f ront-s tage'a far  more radical
'back-stage'  would be h idden.o

However, right-wing extremist parties do not have the exclusive right to
a discrepancy between the official manifesto and the 'truly' supported viervs
proclaimed elsewhere. Flechtheim (.1974 I79) argues that this is customarl'
with all parties:

The manifestos alone wil l hardly fully open the true nature of the partl '  -

that purpose polit ical manifestos are as a rule too much in the sign of
ideological covering. With those parties that are erplicit ideological crea-
tions . . . at least much of what could be compromising wil l be left unsaid.'

To gain insight into the possibil i ty of the party manifesto deviating, from the
'unspoken' ideology of the party (its 'back-stage'), we wil l also analyze party
literature with a primary orientation that is internal. This involv'es first and
foremost the membership papers and other party papers that are the official
documents aimed at members on behalf of the party leadership. The analyses
of both cautiously drawn-up manifestos qnd more strongly-formulated party
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papers should give us a good insight into the ideological principles of contem-
porary right-wing extremist parties (Holzer 1981: 23).

The selecion o.f rhe panies

In the next section, the party l i terature of three parties wil l be analyzed for
each of the features of the right-wing ideology that we have identif ied. These
parties were selected for both practical and intrinsic reasons. The principal
intrinsic criteria were (i) the organization has to have contested elections
with some success, (i i) the organization has to be described unequivocally as
right-wing extremist in the media and scientif ic l i terature, (i i i) the organiza-
tion has to be one of the principal representatives of the right-wing extremist
spectrum in its country, and (iv) the organization must also have been
politically active in the 1980s. The most important practical criteria were
mastery of the language and the availabil ity of party l i terature.

On the basis of these criteria a specific group of alleged right-wing extremist
parties has been chosen, the 'nationaldemocratic' parties: the German Na-
tionaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD, founded in 1964 as a German
right-wing extremist 'catch-al[ '  party), the Austrian Nqtionaldemokratische
Parrei (NDP, split of the national-liberal Freiheitliche Partei Osterreich in
1967), and the Dutch Centrumparti j '86(CP'86, founded in 1986 as the suc-
cessor of the bankrtpt Centrumpartij). AII three parties belong to the more
extreme of the right-wing extremist parties in their respective countries.
Ignazi. for instance, classifies all three on ground of their ideology into the
more extreme group of 'old ERPs'. which are'l inked to fascist tradition',
as opposed to the more moderate 'new ERPs' like the Republikaner, the
Freiheitliche Partei Osterreich, and the Centnmdemocraten (Ignazi 1994.8

Analysis of the party literature

Nationalism

The first feature of the right-wing extremist ideology that is dealt with here
is nationalism. Nationalism is a relatively young phenomenon, having its
origin in the latter part of the 18th century. Although nationalism is a rather
controversial concept, there is some consensus of opinion in the literature
on its definit ion. The following 'operational definit ion' is based on this con-
sensus and describes nationalism as a political doctrine that proclaims the
congruence of the political unit, the state, and the cultural unit, the nation
(Gellner 1983: Hobsbawn 1990). This doctrine is elaborated further by Koch
(1991), who distinguishes two forms of the nationalist polit ical programme:

On the one hand, it strives for internal homogenisation: only people belong-
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ing to the X-nation have the right to l ive within the borders of state X . . . .
On the other hand, there is the drive for external e.tclusiveness: that is.
state X needs to have all people belonging to the X-nation within its
borders (Koch 1991: 31).

Given this elaboration, the strengthened forms of nationalism which are
mentioned as ideological features of right-wing ertremism in several defi-
nit ions, are included." The elaboration is more restrictive than the oper-
ational definit ion, because the congruence of state and nation is combined
with a specific polit ical programme. To speak of nationalism it suffices that
the congruence of state and nation is pursued; the elaboration concerns a
specification of the different forms of nationalism.

Nationalism constitutes an important characteristic of the ideologl, of all
three parties. Both the German NPD and the Dutch CP'86 stress the impor-
tance of external exclusiveness in their manifesto. They see this as their
'highest nationaldemocratic goal' and justify their striving with the announce-
ment  that ' in just ice does not  serve peace' . t t 'On c loser  invest igat ion,  the fact
that both parties use almost the same language in stating their goal proves
to be no coincidence. Since 1989. the manifesto of the NPD. which dates
back to 1987, serves as both programme and manifesto of the CP'86. They
translated the NPD-manifesto almost l i terallv. although those passages rhat
are placed in a typically German context are - using similar phrasing -
p laced in a typ ical ly  Dutch context . r r

This strong resemblance in manifestos is not continued in part1, papers.
While the NPD gives the highest priority to external exclusiveness in both
manifesto and party papers, the CP'86 stresses external exclusiveness in the
manifesto and internal homogenisation in party-papers. The Austrian NDP
only stresses internal homogenisation in partv l i terature. Under legal pressure
- the pursuit of an AnschluB with Germany' as well as its propagation is
explicit ly deemed il legal in article 4 of the Austrian constitution - the part) '
restricts itself with regard to external exclusiveness to just a few guarded
statement. This ambiguity is best demonstrated in the first article of the NDP
manifesto:

The German-speaking Austrians are part of the German Volk: therefore.
Austria is a German state. We recognizc its constitution. Our polit ics.is
directed towards the fundamental interests of the entire German l 'olk.' '

Despite this obligatory recognition of the Austrian constitution, erternal
exclusiveness plays an important. though hidden, role in the ideology of the
NDP.

Racism

The second feature with which we are concerned is racism. Racist theories
have been very popular in science as well as in politics, especially before the
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Second World War. The classical definition of racism is the belief in natural
and hereditarv differences between races. with the central belief that one
race is superior to the others (Geiss 1988: 15; Miles & Phizacklea, 1979:2).
Since the beginning of the 1980s this deflnit ion has come under pressure in
consequence of the introduction of the term 'new racism'.

Nations on this view are not built out of polit ics and econornics, but out
of human nature. It is our biology, our instincts, to defend our way of l i fe,
traditions and customs against outsiders - not because they are inferior,
but because they are part of different cultures (Barker 1981:23-24).

The main similarity between the two types of racism is that both emphasise
natural and permanent difference between groups of people. There are,
nevertheless, fundamental differences between the two 'racisms'.

The main difference is that 'new racism', in contrast to 'classical racism',
does not stress the superiority of the 'home' group, but rather the incompati-
bil i ty of other groups. According to the new racist vision, all races and
cultures are equivalent and have the right, even the obligation, to develop
independently and separatel,v. However, this development must take place
within their own culture; for every individual is bound by nature to his
culture and. therefore. cannot develop outside of it. The second difference
has to do with the distinguishing criterion; in classical racism groups are
distinguished exclusivelv on the ground of race, with new racism culture is
the most  important  cr i ter ion.

In this study, the general feature of racism is defined as a view that there
are natural and permanent differences between groups of people. Classical
racism and new racism. as defined above, are considered to be types of
racism. To avoid 'conceptual stretching' (Sartori 1970: 1034) and concept-
entanglement, holever, the term 'new racism' is replaced in this study by
the  te rm 'cu l t u r i sm ' . r3

Racism plays an important role in the ideology of all three parties. Each
presents itself openlv in its externally-oriented manifesto as culturistic and
preaches the right to equivalent culture of a separate e-xistence. However,
this trend is not universal in internally-oriented party papers. There is a
remarkable difference between the two 'German' parties (NPD and NDP)
and the Dutch CP'86: the two German parties seem to accept the equivalence
of all cultures and Vcilker. with the exception of the 'exalted' German Volk,
while the CP'86 only accepts equivalence within the same race.

It thus comes as no surprise that classical racism plays the most important
part in the ideology of the CP'86. Although the party explicit ly states that
'no race or volk is superior to the other', l4 closer reading shows that one
race is 'more equal' than the others. The superiority of the white race is
implicated in slogans as ' i t 's nice to be white' and 'white is beautiful ' and
by the usage of the White Power-logo. The inferiority of other races is also
only visible indirectly. Nowhere is it explicitly written that other races are
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inferior, yet the party-paper Centrumnieuws speaks of ' jungle-people', 'non-

European underdeveloped nations', 'degeneration' as a result of the mixing

of raies, and the 'overgrowing' of the incligenous Dutchmen by 'brown and

black ' .
Although both German parties seem to fl irt with classical racism. the

importance of the white race always sta-vs secondary to that of the German

VoU<. fttis can best be illustrated by this response of the NDP document

Klartext to a readers appeal for'white solidarity'. The editor responded as

follows:

Even at the risk of disappointing you, I have to say that the survival of

the white race is immaterial to me, as far as it does not go hand in hand

with the resurrection of our Volk . .. . We should [therefore] not lose

ourselves in shoddy GroBrassenromantik, but try to make cold and sober

German polit ics.ls

This ranking can most probably be explained by the fact that the 'warcrimes'

against the German Volk that are recurrently cited by both parties, such as

tie bombardment of Dresden and the post-war occupation and division of

Germany, were committed by whites (particularly the Americans, French.

English and Russians). Both parties consider these crimes to be the primarv

cau-se of all misery in which the German Volk finds itself since 1945.16

Xenophobia

In the inventory of the definit ions of right-wing extremism' the feature

xenophobia has been used as a collective noun for descriptions about fear.

hate or hosti l i ty regarding'ethnic foreigners'. Although xenophobia l iterall-v

means fear of strangers in Greek. it is usually' defined broader in the scientif ic

l iterature.

Xenophobia - IremdenhaB and Frentdenfeindschaft, ofear. ("phobie<) for

and hate against  the >stranger(  as >enemy". . .  (Geiss 1988:  28)17

The term ethnocentrism is closely l inked with the term xenophobia' In the

English and Dutch l iterature ethnocentrism is as a rule defined broadly, as

a c6mplex of attitudes in which a positive attitude towards the ingroup ts

linked with a negative attitude towards outgroups (Sumner 1940: 13; Levin-

son 1969: 150; Eisinga & Scheepers 1989: 12)' In the German literature'

ethnocentrism is often defined more narrowly. Geiss (1988: 31), for instance,

defines ethnocentrism, which he regards as 'collective xenophobia', as fol-

Iows:

. . . Ethnocentrism: a great or small Volk stands in the centre of humanity
- opposite to them all-other v6tker and people are secondary or inferior.l8
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In this study xenophobia is defined as fear, hate or hosti l i ty regarding 'foreig-

ners'. Ethnocentrism is seen in the German tradition as a specific form of
(collective) xenophobia and is defined as holding one's own volk or nation
to be superior to all others.

The presence of xenophobia in the ideology of the three parties is abun-
dantly clear. Until the 1980s the NPD directed its xenophobia, with the
slogan'Germany for the Germans', f irst and foremost against the (presence
of) occupying forces in the FRG and the GDR, and onlv in a secondary way
against foreign workers. The NDP directed its xenophobic campaign in this
period primarily against the 'threat' of Yugoslavs, in particular Slovenian,
both inside (particularly in Carinthia) and outside Austria.

In the 1980s xenophobia became one of the most important ideological
characteristics of the two German parties. Not only did the importance of
xenophobia increase within both NPD and NDP, but also the number of
groups that were defined as 'unwanted foreigner' expanded. Both shifted the
largest part of their attention to the foreign workers and asylum-seekers,
and even founded special parties for this theme: the NPD founded organis-
ations like the Btirgerinitiative Auslcinderstopp (Citizen's Initiative Foreig-
ners' Stop) and the Hamburger Liste ftir Auslcinderstopp (Hamburger List
for a Foreigners'Stop), and the NDP the Btirgerinit iatiy,e zur Durchfi ihrung
eines Volksbegehrens zum Schutze Osrcrreichs vor Uberfrerndung und IJnter-
wanderung (Citizens' Init iative for a Referendum to Protect Austria against
Foreigners' Domination and Flooding) and the Ausldnder-Halt-Bewegung
(Foreigners-Halt-Movement).

The CP'86 has been voicing its xenophobia in an extremely aggressive
manner ever since its foundation. Even more than the two German parties,
the CP'86 paints the 'here not belonging' in its party paper as criminal,
impudent, and work-shy 'parasites' who pursue the 'Islamization' of the
Netherlands. This is quite the opposite of the 'moderate' xenophobia that
the party, l ike the two German parties, put forward in their manifestos. In
their externally-oriented l iterature the parties speak of the 'foreigners' as
innocent 'victims' of the high finance who are cut off from their indigenous
surroundings with the risk of losing their identity. This leads to the grotesque
situation that the CP'86 constitutes itself as protector of the autochthons
against the danger of 'foreigners' in its party-paper, and as protector of
autochthons and aliens together against the 'marxist-zionist-capitalist ' danger
in its manifesto.

Ethnocentrism constitutes an important part of the ideology of the two
German parties; but not in the ideology of the CP'86, which considers the
white race, and not the Dutch Volk, to be superior. Although both NPD
and NDP propagate the equivalence of all Vcilker in their manifestos, their
party papers paint another picture. Both consider the German Volk to be
the core of the European Vdlker. The NDP even claims that without the
'German 

heart' the 'Europiden' would become extinct, 'as every l iving or-
ganism must die, when it is separated from its own centre'.1e Both parties
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are also extremely proud of the German Volk' which is' according to them'

gifted with superior qualit ies in the field of technology, science. productivity'

ind culture.to

Anti-democracY

The fourth feature of the right-wing extremist ideology is 'anti-democracy"

W h a t t h e d i f f e r e n t a u t h o r s u n d e r s t a n d b y a n t i - d e m o c r a c y r e m a i n s , m o r e
often than not, undecided. The question is whether anti-democracy can

bedesc r i bedadequa te l y .Tode f i nean t i - democ racywe f i r s thave tode f i ne
democracy; and an unequivocal clefinit ion of democracy is not extant'2r In

scientific and societal discourse democracy has proven to be a normative

concep t ,wh i chhasaga inandaga inbeende f i nedd i f f e ren t l y th roughou t the
ages (Backes 1989; Lipschits 1969)'

To come to a broadiy accepted definition of the concept of democracy lies

beyond the borders oi itr is study. The operational definit ion that is developed

here wil l therefore be based on those ofother authors. These can be classified

i n t w o g r o u p s . T h e f i r s t g r o u p i s b a s e d o n t h e n o t i o n t h a t d e m o c r a c y i s
primarif a irocedrre. n.,ioctacy is accordingly defined-principally as plural-

ism; thus anti-democracy is seen as antr-pluralism' The second group of

descr ipt ionsisbasedonasubstqnf l r ,enot ionofdemocracl ' .Accordingtoth is
group, democracy amounts to the acceptance of the fundamental equality of

the cit izen. Hence, it follows that anti-democrac,v is the rejection of the

fundamental equality of the cit izen'

I n t h i s , t u a y u o t t ' d e s c r i p t i o n s o f a n t i . d e m o c r a c v a r e c o m b i n e d i n o n e
concept, mentironed by several authors as a feature of the right-wing extremist

ideology, the organic vision of the Votk (Jaschke 1987)' In this vision the

Volkil 'regardedis a l iving soul. an organism. As the state is seen as nothing

more tha;the polit ical arir of the Votk. it is also considered to be (part of)

an organism. Theoretically speakingl everyone could be equally important

in anirganic state. Howevei, in the right-wing extremist variant this is not

,rrppor"i to be the case. Just as in a body, with mill ions of blood-corpuscles

and only one heart, the law of supply and demand applies in an organic

state. Only a few, and often onl.v one, persons are gifted b1' nature with the

qualit ies tlat good leadership requires' The leader is the heart of the Volk

a n d h a s a b s o l u t e p o w e r ' H i s l e a d e r s h i p i s a b o v e d i s c u s s i o n , a s o n l v h e i s
a b l e t o d e c i d e w h a t i s g o o d a n d w h a t b a d f o r t h e V o t k . T h e o r g a n i c V o l k i s
thus, in its extreme shipe, combined with the leadership principle'

Theo rgan i cv i s i ono | theVo tk i sc lass i f i edaSan t i . democ ra t i con thebas i s
of both descriptions of democracy^discussed above' On the one hand' it is

anti-pluralist, better yet monistic,tt because contradistinctions within the

Volk, and thus the state, are not accepted; since the individual is nothing

without the volk,his interests .u.r .r"u"i deviate from those of the volk. on

the other hand, it takes the l ine that .natural inequalit ies. exist, which is

expressed most strongly in the leadership principle' This rejection of the
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fundamental equality of the citizen makes the organic vision of the Volk
anti-democratic on the basis of the second description too.

Though the organic vision of the Volk is a very concrete, and therefore
limited, definit ion of anti-democracy, it has some major advantages in regard
to the former two descriptions. The main advantage is the fact that lt is
formulated positively, providing insight not only into what the parties do not
want, but even more into what they do want. As Sontheimer (1983: 14)
notes:

For, the negative function of anti-democratic thinking, the anrl against the
established democracy, is as a rule l inked with a pro for an otherwise
constituted state.23

The second advantage is that by the positive formulation the often subjective
choice between rejection and crit icism of democracy is been precluded.2a
The third advantage is that we can work with a concept that is clearly
described; in contrast with more obscure concepts such as 'pluralism' and
'equality'.

Only in the ideology of the Austrian NDP does the organic vision of the
Volk play an important part. In its manifesto we find a clear example of this
vision: 'Every Volk is a naturally grown organism with its own character,
and cannot be remoulded artif icially. 'tt The party is certain that all parts of
a Volk have a common biological and cultural heritage and thus essentially
share a common historical fate. Since the state should merely be the political
ordering of the Volk. this organic vision also holds for the state. The organic
vision was voiced recurrently in the party paper in the form of the soziale
Volksgemeinschaft. 'a community which internal order is determined by the
extent of the performance for the Volk' .26

The NPD only voiced its organic vision openly in its 1973 manifesto,
although before and after that date several passages in manifestos and party
papers hinted at the concept. In the manifestos of 1987 and 1992, the party
limits itself to a tight monistic vision on the state, in which there is neither
place for 'group-egoism' nor for the 'Volk-hosti le class-struggle'. Like the
NDP, the NPD thinks that 'to uphold the true democratic principles, individ-
ual and sectional interests should always be appointed and subordinated to
the whole ' .27

The CP'86 never showed any sign of an organic vision in its l i terature.
Although the party takes a strong stand against 'group-egoism' and the'Volk-
hosti le class-struggle', l ike its two German sister parties, it does not bring
up any concrete alternatives for the current 'degenerated' political system in
the Netherlands. In fact, it simply lacks any coherent vision on the state.

None of the three parties hazards an open acceptance of the leadership
principle. The NPD came the closest in its early years with its striving for a
directly elected president with extended powers, who should 'embody the
greatness of Volk and state'.28 This vision on the president has been used
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by many authors to prove that the NPD was. following Hitlers NSDAP, anti-

dlmocratic and strived for a dictatorship (Cf. Bockemiihl 1969: Bruggeman-

Raith 1968; Dittmer 1969). However. this vision was moderated considerably'

in the 197-3 programme; notably, the same programme in which the NPD

for the first 
-(and 

last) t ime articulated its organic vision openly. Neither

the NDp nor the CP:86 ever strived openly for the leadership principle.

Nevertheless, the NDP made no secret of the fact that not everyone would

be equal in the pursued soziale Volksgemeinschaft'

The strong state

The fifth and last feature of right-wing extremism. the strong state, is a

collective noun for sub-features that have to do with a strengthened re-

pressive function of the state. The three most important sub-features of the

strong state are anti-pluralism, law-and-order, and militarism (Galanda

1981i As anti-pluralism has already been discussed above as a part of anti-

democracy. the strong state is here defined on the basis of the other two

(sub-)features.
Law-and-order is not only a feature of right-wing extremism, but of conser-

vatism and the non-extremist right-wing as well. It involves a quest for order

and authority. This is accompanied by the demand for the strong punishment

of those who breach the rules. Solitary confinements must be served under

very poor conditions; the ultimate penalty is capital punishment. To maintain

order the state must have a strong police force at its disposal.

Militarism expresses itself, naturally, in the call for a strong army to protect

national intereits. The army must have a lot of manpower' the newest

technology, and a very large amount of equipment' Serving in the armv is

'.egardeJus the highest honour; pacifism, on the other hand. is regarded as

a Jign of weakness, and as an undermining of the 'national wil l ' .

In the most extreme form of militarism, which is part of Nazism and

fascism, war is considered the natural conditionl peace. on the other hand.

is considered an artif icial period between wars. war is considered to be more

than a means to pursue the'national wil l ' ;  war is the ultimate goal (cf.

Baradat 1991:241). Positive and unique characteristics are ascribed to war'

This extreme militarism is fed by elhnocentrism; the home state is considered

supe r i o r  l o  o the rs .  and  has  a  du ty  t o  domina te  t hem '

I f bo th law-and -o rde randmi l i t a r i smarep resen t ,wecanspeako fades i re
f o r a s t r o n g s t a t e . I f o n l y o n e o f t h e s e f e a t u r e s i s p r e s e n t . i t i s m e n t i o n e d
separate l l  .

Lu*-und-o.der plays an important part in the ideolog-v of all three partres'

All want a substantial extension of the number of acts that are punished

(especially Sittlichkeitsverbrechen like prostitution, pornography' and homo-

sexuality), a radical austerity in the living conditions in prisons (which are

painted as luxurious hotels in the party papers)' an!. much higher prison

sentences. They also agree that the current criminality is caused by 'the
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decline of values' caused by 'the egoistic capitalism' and 'weak 
left-wing

policies'.
The NDP and CP'86 take their desire for law and order even further than

the NPD. although the latter seems to have hardened its stand on law and
order under the leadership, since June 1991, of Giinter Deckert. Both the
NDP and the CP'86 pursue the reintroduction of the death penalty and of
labour camps. The NDP wants the death penalty for drug dealers ('A drug
dealer that hangs. saves the l ives of thousands'),2e child kidnapping, high
treason, and Blutv'erbrechen. The CP'86 believes that only an'iron fist 'can
save the Netherlands: When criminality is fought in a hard, ruthless and
consequent manner . . . . that criminalit-v n'i l l  disappear in the shortest
t ime. '3o Part  of  th is ' i ron f is t 'are the death penal ty  for  people who have
dealt drugs. or committed rape, murder or incest, as well as 'bread and water
in labour camps'  for  pr isoners.

Only in the ideology of the NDP does militarism play an important part.
The Austrian party sees an important educational function for the army and
vehemently opposes the shortening of the compulsory military service and
the official recognition of conscientious objectors. They want to strengthen
the Austrian armv further, both in personnel and in material. In its early
years the NPD took a radical mil itaristic position as well. The similarity in the
manifesto passages of both German parties concerning compulsory military
service is striking (see also Fichtner 1968). The NDP writes in its l967mani-
festo: We recognize military service as honourary service for Heimat and
Volk'." The NPD articulates the same message in fewer words: 'Mil itary

service is honourar,v service'.3t Unlike the above mentioned manifesto of the
CP'86, the 1967 manifesto of the NDP is no literal copy of the 1967 manifesto
of the NPD. However. it seems probable that the NDP did get some 'inspira-

tion' out of the NPD-manifesto (Fichtner 1968).
After 1973 the NPD moderated its position, accepting the right to conscien-

tious objection ancl rehemently opposing nuclear armament. This shift in
position is probably caused for the larsest part by the definite anchoring of
the West German army into NATO. according to the NPD an occupying
force. and the fear of a Brudermord on German soil in case of a war between
NATO and the Warsaw Pact. With the breakdown of the Berlin Wall this
fear seems to have disappeared and radical mil itarism is rearing its ugly head
again. In the 1992 manifesto the old description of the compulsory military
service has been rehabil itated: 'Mil itary service is honourary service for the
German Volk'.33

One aspect of mil itarism that has alwavs taken a prominent place in the
literature of both NPD and NDP is an unbounded admiration for military
life. Particular attention is paid in party papers to the performance of the
German armv in the Second World War - both the Wehrmacht and the
(Waffen-)SS. At the centre of these passages are terms such as'camaraderie',
'hero ism' , 'h ighest  honour ' ,  and'example ' .  The'German'  so ld ier  is  for  both
parties the prime example of strength, discipline, and pride.
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Militarism does not play a part in the ideology of the cP'86. The party

considers the army a 'necessary evil '  and pays only l itt le attention in its

l iterature to military affairs. Neither an adoration of military l ife nor an

appreciation of the educational value of compulsory militarv service are

present in the party l i terature of CP'86.

Summarizing, we can state that the feature of the strong state is present

only in the ideology of the two German parties (NPD and NDP) ' This feature

plays a far more important part in the NDP than in the NPD. In the case

bf in" CP'86 only law-and-order play an important part in party ideologyl

militarism is absent.

Discussion

We have seen that the concept of right-wing extremism has, in both the

societal and the scientif ic discourse, a bearing on a large number of things'

In this study, right-wing extremism has been defined, on the basis of an

extensive study of the scientif ic l i terature, as an ideology that is made up of

five features: nationalism, racism, xenophobia, anti-democracy. and the

strong state. These features were conceptualized and subsequently used in

the analysis of the party-l iterature of three alleged right-wing extremist

parties. The research question was: Are (all) these alleged right-wing extrem-

ist parties actually right-wing extremist? The analysis showed that the ideol-

ogy of the Austrian NDP contains all five features, the German NPD all

eiiept anti-democracy, and the Dutch CP'86 'onl1,' the first three (that is.

nat ional ism. rac ism and xenophobia) .
The question that remains is: What combination of features constitutes

right-wing extremism? This question can not be answered objectively' There

is-no consensus in the existing l iterature. Most of the authors involved do

not even go into this question, though there are, however. three different

approaches to it.- 
ih. firtt approach might be termed the qualitative approach. Here the Iive

features are not all considered equally important. The qualitative approach is

particularly common in Germany, where 'anti-democracy' is seen as being

by far the most important feature; without anti-democrac,v there can be no

(iight-wing) extremism (Cf. Backes, 1989;Backes & Jesse 1989: Doll 1990).3'

Foilowing this approach, only one of the three parties. the NDP, can be

labelled i lgtrt-*lng extremist. when the sub-feature of the leadership prin-

ciple is dropped ui pu.t of the definit ion of anti-democracy, the NPD can be

labelled anti-democratic, and thus right-wing extremist too'

In the second or quantitative approach all features are considered equally

important and only bne criterion is used: the number of features (Pennings

&'Brants 1985; Meeuse 1981). Here, several options are open. when right-

wing extremism is defined as an ideology containing all five features. again

onty trre NDP complies with the definit ion. when, however, a party has to
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possess only half of the features. all three parties are right-wing extremist.
All three parties share nationalism, racism and xenophobia.

The third and last approach might be called the mixed approach, as it
uses qualitative as well as quantitative criterions. Here we might think of a
combination of anti-democracy with any one of the other features, with the
abovementioned result. Or a combination of one of the first three (ex-
clusionistic) features (nationalism, racism and xenophobia) and one of the
two (right-wing) features (anti-democracy and the strong state). In this case,
only the two German parties can be labelled right-wing extremist.

Constructing the boundaries to the concept of right-wing extremism is an
important task, both scientif ically and societally, yet, in my opinion, the
gaining of insight into the ideology, or ideologies, of alleged right-wing
extremist parties should be the main interest of social scientists. This can
best be achieved by placing the question of whether a party is right-wing
extremist or not, somewhat into the background. To gain a better insight
into the ideology of alleged right-wing extremist parties, the concept of
right-wing extremism is more useful as an indication than as a criterion.
Once the concept is 'dissected' into several features, as we have done in this
article, it is possible to obtain a better insight into the ideology of these
parties. Next, similarit ies and differences in ideology between the parties can
be obtained by comparing them on the basis of the different features. Then,
and only then, social scientists and others can begin to confront the question
of whether particular parties are right-wing extremist or not.
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Notes

1. This is  even the case in Germany, where the academic study of  the phenomenon is far  more

consistent  than in (a l l )  other countr ies (Cf .  Backes & Jesse 1985: 181).  Some of  the more

recent examples of the English literature on right-wing extremism are Cheles, Ferguson &

Vaughan (1991).  Hainsworth (1992),  and Merkl  & Weinberg (1993).  See fur ther the specia l

issues on right-wing extremism published by West European Politics (1988), European

Journal of Political Research (1992), and Parliamentary Affairs (1992).
2. In his voluminous study of post-war nationalism in Germany between 1945 and 1963,

Tauber (1967) clearly demonstrates the ideological similarities between post-war 'right-wing

extremism' and pre-war 'nat ional-conservat ism' .
3. 'Wie viele BegritTe, hat auch die Bezeichnung Rechtsextremismus eine Doppelfunktion.
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Wissenschaft l ich ser ios angewendet,  d ient  s ie der Erkenntnis,  a ls Kampfvokabel  im tagespol-
i t ischen Stre i t  aber der Abstempelung des pol i t ischen Gegners ' (Kni i t ter  1991: l2) .

.1.  Sartor i  (  1970: i0. t5)  speaks in th is context  of  the t ransformat ion of  a 'def inr t ion of  meaning'
in an'operat ional  def in i t ion ' .

5.  Hoogerwerf  (1963, 1971).  for  instance,  demonstrates on lhe basis of  a -  both in t ime and
between part ies -  comparat ive analysis of  the 1918 and 1963 elect ion programmes of  the
four major  Dutch part ies (ARP, KVP. PvdA, VVD) that  a larger correspondence had come
into berng regarding the socia l -economical  poi ic ies.  The ideological  d i f ferences that  existed
in 19.{8 were al tered into d i f ferences in strategy and means in 1963. See also the work o{
Michels (1992, 1993).

6.  In h is study of  r ight-wing extremist  organizat ions in the Nether lands (1950-1990) Van
Donselaar ( i991:  16) uses these terms in accordance wi th the 'dran.raturgic approach'  that
Erving Goffman introduced in his ffte Presenration of Self in Everrday Lrr& (Nerv York.
Doubleday Anchor Books,  1959).

7.  'Aus der Programmatik a l le in wird s ich kaum die rvahre Natur der Parte i  vol l  und ganz

erschl ieBen -  dazu stehen pol i t ische Programme in der Regel  zu sehr im Zeichen ideo-
logischer Verhi i l lung.  Bei  den Parte ien.  d ie ausgesprochen ideologische Gebi lde srnd .  .  .
wurde zumindest  manches.  was kompromit t ierend wirken konnte.  unausgesprochen ble iben'
(Flechtheim l9l 1: 179).

8.  For other c lassi f icat ions on the ground of  ideolog.v.  see Krr fe l  & Osrval t  (1991).  and O'Mao-
la in (1987).  For the rdeological  d i f fe lences bet*een the C?ntrumdenocrorcn and the CP'86.
see Van Holsteyn and Mudde ( i992).

9.  Hagendoorn & Janssen (1983: 71).  tbr  instance.  speak about e\ t reme net ional isnr ' .  Fr isch
(1990: 10) about 'exaggerated nat ional ism'and Hartmann et  a l .  (1985: 33) about 'Vc) lk is then

nat ional ism' .
10. See, Nationaldemokratische Gedanken fiir eine lebensu'erte Zukun.ft (Stuttgart. NPD. 1987:

6). Narionaaldentocratische gedathten roor een mens+taardtge toekotts! (Bergentheim.

CP'86,  1990),  no pages given.
11.  So the NPD sees in ' the ideas of  the Hanibacher Festes of  lSi l  a nat lonaldemocrat ic

t radi t ion.  in which the wi l l  of  our l /o/k to nat ional  uni tv and f reedom. to democracv and
socia l  just ice mani fests i tsel f ' .  whi le the CP'86 sees' in the struggle of  a.o.  the Geuzen ot
1576 a nat ionaldemocrat ic  t racl i t ion in which the wi l l  of  our VolA' to nat ional  uni tv.  f reedom.
democracy,  and socia l  just ice mani fests i tsel f  

' .  
See , \at ionaldentokrat ische Gedunken (p.  3) :

and. Nationaaldemocratische gedachten (no pages given).
12.  'Die Osterre icher deutscher MuttersDrache sehoren dem deutschen Volke an:  deshalb is t

6sterre ich ein deutscher Staat .  Wir  hekennen uns zu seiner Verfassung. Unsere Pol i t ik  is t
ausger ichtet  auf  d ie Lebensinteressen des gesamten deutschen Volkes.  Wtr  Nauonaldenok-
rnten.  Un.ser Wi l le und } l "cg (Wien:  NDP. 1967. 2nd edi t ion.  p.  1) .

13.  Barker (1981: 23) uses the term 'pseudo-bio logical  cul tur isn.r '  ro descr ibe the theorv of  ner i
r ac i sm .  The  Ge rn ran  t e r rn 'E thnop lu ra l i smus ' i s  son re *ha t  con rpa rab le  i n  t h i s  con tex t .  l n

the ethnoplural is t  v iew the wor ld is  d iv ided according to nat ions.  uhich are incomparable
anrong themselves and have the r ight  on t l te i r  o\ \ 'n  separate ident i t l  {Cf .  Backes 1989: 213).

I1. Nationaaldemocratische richtli.inen inzake ons nationaal ben'usrli.in (pt. -3. no date given).

15.  'Selbst  auf  d ie Gefahr h in,  Sie zu ent tauschen. muB ic l i  lhnen sagen. da8 nr i r  das Uber leben

der weiBen Rasse vol l ig  g le ichgi l l t ig  is t ,  sofern damit  n icht  der Wiederaufst ieg unsere\

Volkes Hand in Hand geht .  .  ,  .  r* ' i r  sol l ten uns [daher]  n icht  in e ine k i tschige GroBrassenro-

mant ik ver i r ren.  sondern kal t  und ni . ichtern versuchen. deutsche Pol i t ik  zu machen'(K/arr-

e-r l .  No.  6.  1978).
16.  

' Ih is 
is  a lso most c lear ly stated by the edi tor 's  response: 'Die Hautfarbe sol l te bei  L lber le-

gungen dieser [s t rategischer.  CM] Art  keine Rol le spie len.  Ich darf  Sie in d iesenr Zusammen-
hang darauf  h inweisen,  daB unsere ehemal igen Kr iegsgegner.  d ie f i . l r  d ie Vernichtung und
Aufte i lung Deutschlands die Verantwortung t ragen, WeiBe waren und das die Bomba-
dierung und Vernichtung Dresdens genausowenig von Farbigen begangen wurde wie die

22r
Nachkriegsverbrechen, die in der Ermordung und Vertreibung von Millionen Deutscher
aus rhrer  angestanmten Heimat g ipfe l ren'  (Klar ter t ,  No.  6,  197g).

17. Xenophobie - FremdenhaB und Fremdenfeindschaft, oAngst< (>phobie<) vor und HaB auf
den "Fremden< als "Feind".  .  . '  (Geiss lggg:  2g;  

: " :  
u]_ Eis inga & Scheepers,  1989: 11).

In the 1990 version of the Collins Cobuild Engtish Langttage Dictionary xenophobia is
def ined as 'a fear or  extremely strong dis l ike of  people f rom other countr ies ' .

18.  ' . . .  Ethnozentr ik :  e in groBes oder k le ines Volk steht  im Zentrum der Menschhei t  -  a l le
anderen Volker und Menschen s ind demgegeni iber sekunddr oder n iedr igersrehend. (Geiss
1988: 311 see also Grei f fenhagen 1981: -15).

19.  
' .  .  .  wie jeder lebendige organismus absterben muB, r rennr man ihn von seiner Mi t te, .
Taken from the Nationaldemokratische Nachrichten (No. 6, 1973), which was the official
party paper of the NDP until 1975. At the end of 197-{ the parry-paper (with the subtitle
Kampfsthrift der NDP) merged with the independent right-wing migazine Klartext and the
new party-paper rvas also nanted Kanext (subtitle Zeitung fiit. nationale potitik).

20. Cf. the partv paper of the NPD, Deutsche Srimrze (No. f0, 19g4).
21.  As Guggenberger (1991: 70-71) notes:  'Es exist ier t  e ine Fr i l le  g le icherma8en unbefr iedig-

ender Definitionsversuche, die meist jeweils ein Element als in besonderer Weise kennzeich-
nend herausstel ien:  Voikssouverain i tet ,  Cie ichhei t ,  Part iz ipat ion,  Mehrhei tsherrschaf t ,  To-
leranz, Herrschaftslimitierung und -kontrolle. Grundrechte, Gewaltenteilung, Rechts- und
Sozial-staatlichkeit, allgemeine Wahlen, Otfentlichkeit, Meinungswettbewerb, pturalismus
u . a . m "

22. The term anti-pluralism that is formulated negatively can better be replaced by the positive
term'monism',  that  is ,  ' .  . .  the tendencv to t reat  c leavage and ambivalence as i l legi t imate '
(L ipset  & Raab 1970: 6) .

23. 'Die negative Funktion des antidemokratischen Denkens, das Anti gegen die herrschende
Demokratie. ist ja in alter Regel gekoppelt mit einem Pro fir einen anders gestalteten
Staat '  (Sontheimer 1983: 1.1) .

24 Sontheimer (1983) clearly shows in his classical study Antidemokratisches Denken in der
Weimaret Republik that not everv critical position towards the Weimar-Republic (1918-
1933) was fed by an anti-democratic attitudel the Weimar-Republic had a constitution that
was verv denrocrat ic ,  yet  i t  fa i led miserably in pract ice.

25. 'Jedes Volk ist ein natiirlich gewachsener Organismus eigener Art und kann nicht kiinstlich
umgeformt werden' (Wir Nationaldemokraten, p. 5).

26. '. eine Gemeinschaft deren innere Rangordnung durch den Grad der Leistungen ftr das
Volk best immt wird '  (hnrre;r r ,  No.  11.  1982).

2'7. 'Einzel- 
und Gruppeninteressen miissen in Wahrung wahrhaft demokratischer Prinzipien

stets dem Ganzen zu- und untergeordnet sein'(Poliril< in unserer Zeit. Das Manifest der
NPDmi lE r l a tue rungen ,  Hannove r ,DN-Ve r l ag ,  1967 :p .16 ) .TheNDpwr i t esexac t l y t he
same'  onlv the word' rvahrhaf t ' is  subst i tuted bv the word'echter ' .  in  i ts  mani festo Wr
Nat ionaldemokraren.  p.  lO).

28- 'Zur tatsachl ichen Verwirk l ichung der Volkssouverani t i i t  fordern wir  d ie d i rekte Wahl  des
Staatsoberhauptes durch das Volk. Nur ein so gewiihlter Bundespriisident verkorpert die
Hohei t  von Volk und Staat .  Seine Rechte s ind zu srdrken.  Sie d i i r fen nicht  auf  re ine
Repriisentation beschriinkt sein' (polirlft in unserer Zeit, p. ll).

29. 'Ein 
Rauschgifthrindler, der hiingt. rettet das Leben von iausenden' (Klartext, No.l, 1977).

30.  wanneer cr iminal i te i t  hard,  meedogenloos en consequent zou worden bestreden.. .  ,  dan
zou die misdadigheid binnen de kortste tijd zijn verdwenen' (Centnunnieu*s, No. l, 1989).

31. Wir bekennen uns zum Wehrdienst als Ehrendienst fiir Heimat und Volk' (Wir National-
demokraten.  p.75).

32. Wehrdienst ist Ehrendienst' (politik in unserer Zeit, p. 9).
33' 'Wehrdienst 

ist Ehrendienst am deutschen Volk' (Deutschlantl 200t). Nationatdernokratische
Leitlinien, Sturtgart, NPD, 1992, no pages given).

34' The official definition of the German state is stated in the annual Verfassungsschtuzbericht
(Bonn, Der Bundesminister des Innern).
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Equality and efficiency: The illusory tradeoff

LANE KENWORTHY
Department of Sociologl', Roc'hester Institute of Technologr', Rochester. N,y. USA

Abstract. Scholars and policv makers have traditionallv assumed that nations face a tradeoff
between income equality and economic efficiency. Greater equality is believed to reduce invest-
ment and dampen work incent ives.  A heterodox v iew suggests that  a more egal i tar ian dist r ibu-
tion of income may have beneficial efficiency effects by augmenting consumer demand and/or
encouraging workers to cooperate in upgrading competitrveness. This paper offers an emprrrcal
assessment of the relationship between equality and efficiency, based on cross-sectional data
from 17 advanced industr ia l ized economies over the per iod 197.1-90.  The comparat ive evidence
indicates no adverse impact  of  greater  equal i ty  on investment or  work ef for t ,  nor on growth of
product iv i ty  or  output .  t rade balances.  inf lat ion,  or  unemployment.  on the contrary,  h igher
levels of equality are associated with stronger productivity growth and trade performance, and
possib ly wi th h igher invesrment and lower inf fat ion.

Introduction

Along with l iberty and democracy, equality is one of the most cherished
social principles of the modern world. yet it has long been accepted by
scholars and policy makers that we ought not have too much equality of
income. The most prominent basis of this sentiment is the widespread view
that income equality impedes economic efficiency. Is this presumption cor-
rect? Is there a tradeoff between equality and efficiencv?

. According to the tradeoff thesis, .quuiltu undermines efficiency by reduc-
ing investment and dampening work incentives. Holding other factors con-
stant' countries with greater income equaiity should thus exhibit economic
performance results inferior to those of nations with less egalitarian distribu-
tive arrangements. A heterodox view holds that a more egalitarian income
distribution may have beneficial economic effects by boosting consumer de-
mand and complying with norms of fairness.

. This paper offers an empirical assessment of the relationship between
lncome equality and economic efficiency, based on cross-sectional data from
17 advanced industrialized democraciei over the period 7g'74-g0. The first
section outl ines normative debates on the desirabil ity of income equality.
The second discusses the contending views on the existence of an equality-
efficiency tradeoff. The third section assesses previous research on this issue.
The fourth section describes the data and method used in this study, and the
fifth presents and discusses the findings. A brief conclusion follows.
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